VersaFlex® Select Expandable Liner Hanger System

DESIGNED FOR SELECT LAND AND OFFSHORE OPERATIONS, IN CEMENTED AND NON-CEMENTED APPLICATIONS

OVERVIEW
The industry leader in expandable liner hanger technology offers the VersaFlex® Select system for land and offshore applications. An alternative to the original field-proven VersaFlex liner hanger system, this system is designed for reliable deployment, setting and sealing of the liner hanger while maintaining compatibility with conventional liner tubulars and float equipment for cemented liner applications.

The VersaFlex Select system also excels in deploying bottomhole assemblies in non-cemented applications incorporating premium downhole products, such as PetroGuard® screens, EquiFlow® inflow control devices (ICDs), RapidSuite™ sleeves, and Swellpacker® isolation systems.

In either cemented or non-cemented applications, the VersaFlex Select system maintains compatibility with the standard service setting tool, which has proven successful in hundreds of applications.

FEATURES
» Fully integral tieback receptacle (TBR)/liner packer/liner hanger design
» Bonded sealing elastomers
» Running tool with anti-preset system

BENEFITS
» Reduced bridging
» High circulating rates up to 18 bbl/min provide added benefit of well cleanup
» Integral TBR allows for liner tieback if required
» Hydraulically energized seal upon setting helps provide robust gas-tight seal
» Reciprocation and rotation throughout cement displacement

For more information, contact your local Halliburton representative or visit us on the web at www.halliburton.com